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Unit One 
 Word Meaning ϰϨόϤϟ 

1-  Lesson one & Two  
2- registration When a name or information is 

recorded on an official list 
ϞϴΠδΗ 

3- occupation work, job, career ΔϨϬϣ 
4- conference A meeting for discussion ήϤΗΆϣ 
5- passport an official document that identifies 

you 
ήϔγ�ίϮΟ 

6- Youth childhood , young, ΏΎΒθϟ 
7- invitation : Being invited, being called ΓϮϋΩ 
8- pleased ,being happy ,being satisfied ήδϳ 
9- Proposal A plan that is suggested,  a scheme, ΡήΘϗ 

10- confirm  (v) assure ΪϛΆϳ 
11- following Next ϊΒΘϳ 
12- Check in Arrive at the air port and register ϞΠδϳϭ�έΎτϤϟ�Ϟμϳ 
13- Unusual uncommon ϱΩΎϋ�ήϴϏ��

Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 
nationality, passport, unusual,  confirmed, proposals, sex, conference, 
following, pleased,  occupation, invitation .  
1- We're so ������� that you're able to come to the wedding. 

2- I'm speaking at  a ��������.next week. 

3- Flights should be ��������. 48 hours before departure. 

4- I'm happy to accept your ����������� 

5- Many refugees have arrived at the border without ���������.. 

6- She has British ������������. 

7- He will give it to me in the ��������.. day. 

8- Have you read Sami's ��������� for the new project? 

9- Some tests enable you to find out the ������of your baby before it's 

born. 

10- Ali's ����������.. is a farmer 

     11-I was actually on time, which is ������l for me. 

Modal Answers.  
Q1-  
1- pleased  2- conference 3- confirmed,  4- invitation  
5- passport  6- nationality          7- following   8- proposal 
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9- sex   10- occupation         11- unusual 
 
  Lesson 7 &8  

1- trouble Problem, difficulty ΔϠϜθϣ 
2- frozen icy, iced up, cold ΪϤΠϣ ,  ΞϠΜϣ 

3- up to date Modern, ΚϳΪΣ 

4- estimate : , calculate , compute ϢϴϴϘΗ 

5- possibility Option, risk , chance ΔϴϧΎϜϣ· ˯ϲηϦϜϤϣ� 

6- ancestors forefathers ϑϼγ 

7- Spread out To extend out ήθϨϳ 

8- frozen Become ice, iced ΪϤΠϣ 

9- Traveler One who often travels, tourist ϪϟΎΣέ 

10- Book V. Reserve in advance Ύ˱ϔϠγ�ΰΠΤϳ 

11- accommodation A place to live   ϦϜγ 

12- mass a large amount of something ΓήϴΒϛ�ΔϴϤϛ 

13- mess untidy, dirty ΐΗήϣ�ήϴϏ 

14- persuade influence, argue, convince ϊϨϘϳ 

15- Wherever Everywhere , any where ϲϓ�ϱϥΎϜϣ� 

Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 
traveler, spread out, frozen, wherever, mess, booked, ancestors, persuade, trouble, estimated 

1- Go and clear up that �����..in the kitchen. 
2- He is trying to ������� her to study English. 
3- She'd ��������.. a table for four at their favorite restaurant 
4- My mother bought some ��������food. 
5- They ����������to search the whole area. 
6- The lost of the damage is ��.............................. to be  a million pounds. 
7- Our ��������.. used to live in caves. 
8- I'll find you ����������. you go. 
9- Ali has some ��������. with his friends.  
10- Ibn Batuta  is a great ��������. 

Modal Answers.  
Q2.  
1- mess  2- persuade   3- booked  4-frozen 
5- spread out 6- estimated   7- ancestors   8- wherever 
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9- trouble  10- traveler  
 

                      Unit2 

     Word Meaning ϰϨόϤϟ��

1- examine To look at carefully, inspect ,study    κΤϔϳ 

2- Aids A help  ϩΪϋΎδϣ 

3- disease illness ,     sickness           νήϣ 

4- Injection Taking a drug in a needle  ΔϨϘΣ 

5- Reminder Something that makes you remember� �ήϴϛάΗ�ΔϟΎγέ

˯ϲθΑ 

6- vaccinate :   inoculate :    protect :   ϘϠϳ 

7- Vaccine Substance that is given to people in injection in 

order to protect them against a disease  

Ϣόσ 

8- vaccination : inoculation , injection: ϢϴότΘϟ 

9- Muscles A piece of flesh inside the body which you can 

tighten 

Εϼπϋ��

10- frightened scared  terrified    ΐϋήϳ 

11- Case Particular situation  , condition        ΔϟΎΣ 

12- unable :    not capable  .  incapable   � ϴϏ�ΰΟΎϋήέΩΎϗ�  

13- communicate be in touch ,         speak     ˰Α�ϞμΘϳ 

14- infectious Cause illness to others      ϯϭΪϋ 

1`5- common ordinary  ,  regular,     ϊΎη 

16- worldwide In the whole word: universal , international    � ϲϤϟΎϋϕΎτϨϟ�  

17- occur happen ,take place , � ΙΪΤϳ ΪΟϮϳ 

  Lesson 6-  

1- turn over : upset, To plough the land.� �ΐϠϘϳ�����νέϷ  

2- Worth deserving of     ϪϤϴϗ 

3- revise to look over again ϊΟήϳ 
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Q1:- Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 
 

Occurred,  frightened ,  cases,  disease ,  examine ,  revise, 
  worth,  worldwide,  common,  infectious , injection 

1- Cholera is an ���������.disease. 
2- Some critical ������.. arrived the hospital. 
3- Children are ������.. of darkness. 
4- AIDS is a dangerous ��������.. . 
5- Every one must ������.his body every six months. 
6- This car is ��������.$6,000 . 
7- Polio was �������� in 125 countries on five continents. 
8- Doctors give a vaccine by ������� 
9- Students should �����.before the exam. 
10- A car accident has �������� in the city.  

       
  Lesson 7 & 8 ��

1- under control In hand ������Γήτϴδϟ�ΖΤΗ 
2- reduce decrease  κϘϨϳ 
3- target   : aim ,  goal ,  objective   ϑΪϬϟ 
4- leader : manager  principal   ΪΎϘϟ 
5- Global  World-wide  ϲϤϟΎϋ����ϞϣΎη 
6- pessimistic Expecting the worst ϢΎθΘϣ 
7- optimistic Expecting the best ϞΎϔΘϣ 
8- optimism to be hopeful           ϝ΅ΎϔΘϟ 

9- Sexual  related to sex ϲδϨΟ��

10- Strength force , power ϩϮϗ��

11- infection Having the disease ϯϭΪϋ��

12 victim someone or something which has been 

hurt 

ΔϴΤπϟ��

13 likely Probable to happen ϊϗϮΘϤϟ�Ϧϣ��

14 Controls The ability to direct,  guide, organize,    Γήτϴγ 

15 survive   : stay alive   ,   continue to exist   Ύ˱ϴΣ�ϰϘΒϳ 

16 drug medicine ,  tablets        ˯ϭΩ 
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17 killer : murderer  cause of death   ϞΗΎϘϟ 

18 afford : pay for manage to pay for , can buy  ϳϨϤ  

19 Health care Health centre � Τλ�ΰϛήϣϲ  

20 gap An absence of some thing   ,  space          ΓϮΠϓ 

21 treatment The use of medicine ,  dealing  ,  handling  

� 

ΔΠϟΎόϣ 

22 cure treat .  make well   ϯϭΪϳ , ΞϟΎόϳ 

23 deadly Fatal , poisonous,   ΖϴϤϣ 

24 infection  catching a disease   ϯϭΪόϠϟ�ΐΒδϣ , Ϊόϣ 

25 prevention not catching the disease  ,  ΔϳΎϗϭ 

 
Q2-  Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 

deadly,  prevention , health care, survive , victims , optimistic ,  
target , leader, reduce, treatment, strength.  control  

1- Cancer is a ��������. disease.  
2- The children are the innocent/helpless ���������. of the fighting. 
3- These plants cannot ��������.. in very cold conditions. 
4- The disease is finally  under ��������� 
5- ��������.. is better than cure. 
6- ���������. workers are some of the lowest paid people in the country. 
7- Who was the ���������.of the Islamic Army in Mu'tta . 
8- What is your �������..of learning English.  
9- You shouldn't use your ���������.. to open the gate.  
10-Many people are ���������.towards the end of the trouble in Palestine, 

but others are pessimistic.  
11-Drivers should ���������the speed. 
12-Al-Maqased Hospital provides an excellent �������..to patients. 

 

Q1-  
1- infectious  2- cases  3- frightened 4- disease 

 5-examine  6- worth  7- common  8- injections 
 9- revise  10- occurred   

 
Q2:  
 1- deadly  2- victims  3- survive  4- control 
 5- Prevention 6- Health care 7- leader  8- target 
 9- strength  10- optimistic  11- reduce  12- treatment 
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 Unit3 

 Word Meaning ƏƈŶƆƃŒ��
1- Properly Correctly,  űŕŰŕ 

2- Made me very 
welcome 

Welcome me warmly,  ŖŧŒŧšŕ�¾ŕƀřŪƒ 

3- Keep up with continue at the same speed,  Ƅŵ�ŧƆřŪƒƏ�ũŽƈ�
ŗŵŧŪƃŒ 

4- Difference not similar   , not a like�   ŻƚřŤŒ 

5- Lectures talk for the purpose of teaching      ŖŧŰœšƆ 

6- Vacation holiday,  ŗƄűŵ 

7- Break Rest, Weekend away� ŘũƔŰƁ��řţŔũ 

8- Instead in its place , in the place of ,   �Ĺƙťŕ�ƇƆ� 

9- Gift a present,  ŗƒťƋ 

10- Carving cutting into wood,   ŘƍšƈƆ 

11- Gm Gram   ƅŒŧźƃŒ 

 Lesson 6   
1- Ski resort A place where people go skiing" skating"  ŝƃŨřƄƃ�ŴŞřƈƆ 

2- Crazy about Enthusiastic for, foolish,  Ŕ�ŴƃƍƆ 

3- Scare off Chase off, Frighten away, afraid of  ƇƆ�ŻőœŤ��
Q1:- Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 
   

Crazy about , vacation , gift, difference, instead, properly, lectures  

1- You should do your work �����������.. 
2- Our �������in summer is not short. 
3- Ali has four �������today in the university. 
4- There's no coffee - would you like a cup of tea ��������..? 
5- My father gave me a �����.for my birthday. 
6- Both my sons are ����������..bikes. 
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7- What's the ��������� between an ape and a monkey? 
 

�ΔΤϴΤμϟ�ΔΑϮΟϷ���

1- properly   2- vacation   3- lectures 
4- instead   5- gift    6- crazy about 
7- difference 
 
 
 

 Lesson 7&8   

1- Typical characteristic, symbolic,  ƑŞŦƍƆƈ 

2- Setting up Creation, establish,   ũŪŌƒ 

3- Educated Well trained,  ųŧœŕ  , ƀśƆŻ 

4- Skilled Having good abilities in an art or craft,  ŧƋœƆ 

5- Expert Specialist , Professional ,  ŧƒŕŤ 

6- Colleagues classmates , age group,   ¾ƒƆŨƃŒ 

7- Ambitious Full of ambitions, Strong-minded,  şƍƆű 

8- Route Way,  
9- Natural resources Things that are taken from nature ,  ŗƒŶƒŕű�ŧťœŮƆ 

10- Un employment Being out of work,  ¾ƆŶƃŒ�Ƈŵ�¾űœŵ  

11- employment Work, job, service  ����ŗƆťŤ,�¾œƆŶřŪŒ��

12- Advantage Benefit        Ƈƍŵ    Ŗťőœż 

13- Valued appreciated, respected   ,  ƇƆśƒ 

14- Contributing to helpful, encouraging    ƅƋœŪƒ 

15- Drop out of Leave,  
16- Army crowd  , mass      �ŴƆŞŧƒŽŹ�Ŭš���ť���� 

17- Highly qualified Well trained   ¾ƋŌƆ 
18- Graduates Students who finished their university 

education  ƇƒŞƒŧŤ 

 
Q2:- Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 
 

 advantage,  ambitious, valued ,graduated, skilled,  contributing,  qualified, , expert 
 
1- What makes you think that you are �������� for this job? 
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2- Amal ������ from the University of London. 
3- She is ��������..to several organizations. 
4- The ��������..of booking tickets in advance is that you get better seats.  
5- He's very������� for his children. 
6- My mother is very ����� in dressmaking. 
7- My mother is an �����.. at making Mansaf.  
8- I've always �������� her advice 

�ΔΤϴΤμϟ�ΔΑϮΟϷ���

1- qualified   2- graduated  3- contributing  4- advantage 
5- ambitious   6- skilled  7- expert   8- valued 

Unit Four 

 Word English Meaning Arabic Meaning 

1- Export sales The department of selling abroad ,  ΕΎόϴΒϤϟ�Ϣδϗ 

2- inquiry (the process of asking) a question ΐϠτϟ 

3- Expanding  increasing in size   ,   ϊγϮϳ 

4- Catalogue a book with a list of all the goods that you 

can buy from a shop 

αήϬϓ 

5- import to buy products from another country: ΩήϴΘγ 

6- concerning In relation to, involving   �������ϖϠόΘϳ�˰Α� 

7- within Inside      ϝϼΧ��

8- in due course at a suitable time in the future ΐγΎϨϣ�Ζϗϭ�ϲϓ������

9- patterns something which is used as an example ϝΎΜϣ��

10- Ref Reference,  ϊΟήϤϟ��

11- Ltd Limited ,  ΩϭΪΤϣ��

12- Re about; on the subject of: ˰Α�ϖϠόΘϳ�ΎϤϴϓ��

13- Encs  Enclosures,  Ωήσ�ΕΎϳϮΘΤϣ��

  Lesson 6 ��

1- introduces To make some one known �ϑήόϳ˵��

2- trade the activity of buying and selling, ΓέΎΠΗ��

3- patterns Examples , models  �ΔϠΜϣ?ΝΫΎϤϧ���
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4- in return In response,     ϞΑΎϘϤϟΎΑ��

5- quantities the amount or number of something ΔϴϤϜϟ��

6- make a profit To earn money  Ύ˱ϳΩΎϣ�ΪϴϔΘδϳ��

7- close down Stop working ϞϤόϟ�Ϧϋ�ϒϗϮΘϳ��

8- conclude to end something  ϢΘΨϳ��

9- real life actual life �ΔϴϘϴϘΤϟ�ΓΎϴΤϟ��

10- leaflet Booklet  \ brochure ΐϴΘϛ��

 

Q1:- Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 
 

Inquiry, concluded, introduces, expanded, profit , import, catalogue, 
within, quantities, concerning 

1- The goods will arrive ������a week. 
2- She ��������.. the speech by reminding us of our responsibility. 
3- They are producing oil with large �������. 
4- I've had a letter from the tax authorities ��������.. my tax payments. 
5- They ��������. their company in many Arab countries. 
6- We��������.a large number of cars from Japan. 
7- The new teacher ���������. himself to us. 
8- The company sent a ��������� for its product. 
9- He sent us an �������letter. 
10- You don't expect to make much �������. within the first couple of years . 
 

  Lesson 7&8 ��

1- Trade the activity of buying and selling ΓέΎΠΗ��

2- Trader a person who buys and sells thing,   ήΟΎΘϟ��

3- voyage Journey / a trip ΔϠΣέ��

4- economy Saving money ΩΎμΘϗήϴϓϮΗ����

5- globalization  when available goods and services, or 
social and cultural influences, gradually 
become similar in all parts of the world 

�ΔϤϟϮόϟ��

6- unequal different in size, level, amount �ήϴϏΊϓΎϜΘϣ��

7- manufacturers Producers , makers �ϦϴΠΘϨϤϟ?ϦϴόϨμϤϟ���

8- producers manufacturers , makers �ϦϴΠΘϨϤϟ?ϦϴόϨμϤϟ���
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9- employees out 
of work 

workers who lost their jobs Χ�ϝΎϤϋ�ΔϣΪΨϟ�ΝέΎ��

10- manufacturing Developing / industrializing  ϊϴϨμΗ��

11- industrial having a lot of industry ϲϋΎϨλ��

12- fragile easily damaged, broken or harmed ήδϜϤϟ�ϞϬγ��

13- taxes money paid to the government, ΐήπϟ��

14- compete to try to be more successful than someone 
or something else 

βϓΎϨϣ��

15- protected to keep someone or something safe Ϧϣ��

16- consumers People who buy goods ϦϴϜϠϬΘδϤϟ��

Q2:- Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 
compete , voyage , economy,  consumers, producers , trader, protected, industrial   

1- The new telephone rates will affect all consumers including businesses. 
2- The elephant is a protected animal.  
3- Both girls compete for their father's attention. 
4- The government imposed a heavy taxes on people. 
5- China is one of the industrial countries. 
6- The children went into a voyage to Jordan. 
7- Tourism contributes millions of pounds to the country's economy 
8- Australia is one of the world's main producers of wool. 
9- His father is a market trader, selling fruit and vegetables.  

�ΔΤϴΤμϟ�ΔΑϮΟϷ��Q1��

1- within  2-concluded  3- quantities  4- concerning 
5- expanded  6-import  7-introduces  8-catalogue 
9- inquiry  10-profit 

ΔΤϴΤμϟ�ΔΑϮΟϷ��Q2 

1- consumers  2-protected  3- compete  4-taxes  
5- industrial   6-voyage  7-economy  8-producers 
9- trader 

                                  Unit Five 

 Word Meaning ϰϨόϤϟ 
1- Interrupting  breaking off,  stopping   νήΘόϳ 

2- Behaving   Acting , performing       ϑήμΘϳ 

3- Attention   Notice, thought       ϩΎΒΘϧ ϡΎϤΘϫ , 

4- teenagers  adolescents, young people, youth� ϘϫήϣϦϴ 

5- public   community free open     ϡΎϋ 
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6- property   Belongings                      ΔϴϜϠϣ 

7- persuade   convince  argue       ϊϨϘϳ 

8- influence   the power to affect,  ΫϮϔϧ   ήϴΛ΄Ηˬ 

9 had better should ϞπϓϷ�Ϧϣ��

  Lesson 6 ��

1- cheating  to act in dishonest way to get sth.   ζϏ 

2- Get on with  Make a start, begin , start ϰϠϋ�ΩϮόΘϳ 

3- Comfortable  relaxed ,  happy,  ϳήϣ , �ΡΎΗήϣ 

4- Sorry for             sad for , unhappy for  ,  ϦϳΰΣ 

 
Q1:- Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 

sorry for, get on with, property, behaving,  influence,  
comfortable, interruption,  had better, attention, I'd persuade 

1- I worked all morning without���������. 
2- I'm ��������your father's death.. 
3- He lives in a house����������  
4- You will ��������.your new work. 
5- I'd��������. my father to sell his old car.  
6- Children need to be taught to have respect for other people's �����... 
7- The paintwork will need a little ������... 
8- Huda has a good ��������. on him. 
9- You ����������visit a doctor. 
10- He is ���������..well these days. 

�ΔΤϴΤμϟ�ΔΑϮΟϷ�1�Q 
1- interruption  2- sorry for  3- comfortable 4- get on with  
5- persuade   6- property  7- attention   8- influence 
9- had better   10- behaving 

  Lesson 7 & 8 ��

1- Pressure   stress , ςϐο 

2- Teens   adolescence youth ,� ϥϮϘϫήϤϟ 

3- Sense   intellect, logic ϙέΩ· 

4- Get a long with      work well with , like , gel with  ϊϣ�ϢϠϗ΄Θϳ 

5- Punishment        castigation       ΔΑϮϘϋ 

6- Be drawn in   interfere , Join in ,  �ϞΧΪΘϳϲϓϦϳήΧϵ�ϥϮΌη�  
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7- Hints  advice , suggestions Ύμϧ 

8- Remove      take away, get rid of , Ϟϳΰϳ 

9- Guard          defender  , protector  αέΎΣ 

10- Sum up   go over the main points,  summarize   , κΨϠϳ 

11- human beings   people,�� ήθΒϟ 

 Q2:- Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 
guards, sum up, remove,  hints, punishment,  

1- Many people think that the death penalty is too severe a ������ for any crime. 
2- My grand father gave me some�������. 
3- Students should ������.. the reading passage. 
4- There are���������. standing at every entrance in the city.  
5- They decided to�������.. their son from the school. 

�ΔΤϴΤμϟ�ΔΑϮΟϷ�2�Q��
1- punishment  2- hints  3- sum up  4- guards 5- remove 

 

 Unit Six 
 Word Meaning ϰϨόϤϟ 

1- Economical cheap , not expensive, ϱΩΎμΘϗ 

2- Run to work, to make it work Ϟϐθϳ 

3- Frequently often, ˱ήϴΜϛ 

4- Steep sharp, �ΪϳΪηέΪΤϧϻ 

5- Rocky stony, έϮΨμϟ�ήϴΜϛ 

6- slope slants , έΪΤϨϣΕ 

7- Reliable that you can trust ϕϮΛϮϣ 

8- Broke down stopped working ,     ϞϤόϟ�Ϧϋ�ϒϗϮΗ 

9- Recently a moment ago , lately , ˱ήΧΆϣ 

10- Put up with stand  ,  endure ,   ϞϤΤΘϳ 

11- Produce out put   ,  yield, the harvest, ϝϮμΤϣ 

12- Put off postpone ,  delay , ϞΟΆϳ 

  Lesson 6 ��

1- Border boundary , ΪΣ 
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2- Lively energetic ,  vigorous,  ,  active, ΓΎϴΤϟΎΑ�Ϣόϔϣ 

3- Unique very special ΎϬϋϮϧ�Ϧϣ�Ϊϳήϓ 

4- Look out for , wait for , foresee , expect , , ΐϗήΘϳ?�΄ΒϨΘϳ��

5- Factories , industrial units , μϣϊϧΎ 

 
Q1:- Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 
Produces, steep, runs, unique, put off, economical, broken down, slope, reliable, lively 

1- What's the most ��������.l way of heating this building? 
2- The school administration decided to ��������the party because of the rain. 
3- The bus has ���������recently. 
4- Jerusalem is a ��������.place.  
5- There's a very steep ������.just before you reach the top of the mountain. 

6- The castle is set on a ���������..hill. 
7- There was some ��������.discussion at the meeting 
8- Saudi Arabia �������.oil in large quantities.  
9- Is your watch...................................? 
10- My friend Sami ............................the supermarket.  

  Lesson 7 & 8 ��

1- Standards ,  principles  , values , ϴϗϭ�ΉΩΎΒϣϢ 

2- Traffic jam , hold up    , bottleneck   ,tie up ΔϘϴο�ϖϳήσ 

3- Injuries ,  wound , hurt  , ΕΎΑΎλ· 

4- Compare ,   contrast , evaluate , ϦϴΑ�ϥέΎϘϳ 

5- Harm ,  destruction , damage , Injury ϯΫ  , έήο 

6- Unnecessary delay not needed to wait , �ήϴϏϱέϭήο�

ϞϴΟ΄Θϟ��

6- As for According to  ϝ�ΔΒδϨϟΎΑ 

7- Methods systems , ways, routes , ϞΒγ�ϕήσ 

8- anger , rage , annoyance , ΐπϏ 

9- Laws ,    regulations , rules   , ϦϴϧϮϗ�ϭ�Ϣψϧ 

10 Requires , needs, wants ��ϭϰϟ·�ΝΎΘΤϳ 

11- Fatal ,  deadly , serious  , ϡϮΘΤϣ , ϢγΎΣ , 

ΖϴϤϣ 

Q2:- Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 



 

 ˺˽

1- No one should break the ........................... 
2- I think he feels a lot of ����� towards his father who treated him very badly 

as a child. 
3- This illness is ������.in almost all cases. 
4- Teachers should use new ���������to teach English. 
5- She meant no��������. , she was joking. 
6- Please telephone this number if you�������.. any further information. 
7- Fortunately, there were no������� in the accident. 
8- Roadworks have caused ��������.throughout the city centre 

�ΔΤϴΤμϟ�ΔΑϮΟϷ��Q1��

    1- economical  2- put off  3- broken down  4- unique 
    5- slope   6- steep  7- lively    8- produces 
     9- reliable  10- runs 

ΔΤϴΤμϟ�ΔΑϮΟϷ��Q2 

1- law    2- anger  3- fatal  4- methods  
5- harm   6- require  7- injuries  8- traffic jams 

 
 
 
 

Unit Seven 
 Word English meaning ϰϨόϤϟ��

1- Champion someone, who has beaten all other 

competitors in a competition: 

ϞτΑ 

2- lack to not have  enough of something κϘϧ 

3- facilities  services provided for a particular purpose: ΕϼϴϬδΗ 

4- competitors People who are competing against others βϓΎϨϤϟ 

5- exhausting very tiring ΐόΘϣ˱ 

6- exhausted very tired ΐόΘϣ 

7- athletes a person who is very good at sports ϲοΎϳήϟ 

8- runner  someone who runs ˯Ϊόϟ 

9- admire to respect and approve of someone ˰Α�ΐΠόϳ��

10- records the best or fastest ever done: ϞϴΠδΗ��

11- gold a valuable, shiny, yellow metal used to 

make coins and jewellery 

ΐϫΫ��

  Lesson 6 ��



 

 ˺˾

1- silver a valuable shiny white metal Δπϓ 

2- Close end About to finish ΔϳΎϬϨϟ�ϰϠϋ�ΏέΎϘϳ��

3- disappointment the feeling of being disappointed Ϟϣ�ΔΒϴΧ 

 
Q1:- Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 
competitors, gold, record, lack, exhausting,  runner, facilities, admired, 
disappointment 
1- Hard work is����������. 

2- I �������.him for his determination. 

3- He is well known to the police and has a long criminal ��������. 

4- My friend bought a �����..watch. 

5- The party turned out to be a huge����������. 

6- Ahmad is along distance���������.. 

7- How many �������..took part in the race? 

8- The hospital needs medical��������.  

9- There is �������.of water in Palestine. 

 
  Lesson 7 & 8 ��

1- spirit the way a person is feeling ΔϛέΎθϤϟ�Ρϭέ��

2- represented to be present officially for another people: ϞΜϤϳ��

3- united  joined together as a group ΪΤΘϣ��

4- taking part to be involved in an activity with other 

people: 

ϙέΎθϳ��

5- concerns to involve someone directly: Η˰Α�ϖϠόΘ��

6- get it right to do it correctly ϢϴϠγ�ϞϜθΑ�ΎϬΑ�ϡϮϘϳ��

7- benefits a helpful or good effect �ΪϮϓ��

8- understanding knowledge �ϲϋϭ?Δϓήόϣ���

9- construction he work of building ˯ΎϨΑ��

10- committee working group ΔϨΠϟ��

 



 

 ˺˿

Q2:- Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 
construction, united, understanding, taking part, concern, committee, represent, benefits   

 
1- They chose a famous lawyer to ��������them in court. 

2- She doesn't have any ����������..of politics. 

3- There is a social ���������.in our school. 

4- Ahmad is ���������in the school discussion. 

5- The whole village was �������.in their grief. 

6- The discovery of oil brought many ������..to the town. 

7- Matters of pollution and the environment ������.us all. 

8- The of the new school cost a lot of money.  

 
�ΔΤϴΤμϟ�ΔΑϮΟϷ��Q1��

    1- exhausting   2- admired  3- record   4- gold 
    5- disappointment  6- runner  7- competitors   8- facilities 
     9- lack   

�ΔΤϴΤμϟ�ΔΑϮΟϷ��Q2��

    1- represent  2- understanding  3- committee     4- taking part  
    5- united  6- benefits            7- concern       8- construction 

 
Unit Eight 

 Word English meaning Arabic meaning 
1- Manual a book which gives you practical instructions 

on how to do something 
ΐϴΘϛ 

2- Assess to judge or to value �ϢϴϘϳ?έΪϘϳ� 
3- Professional work that needs special training or education ϑήΘΤϣ 
4- Take charge To be responsible   ϴϟϭΆδϤϟ�ϞϤΤΘϳΔ� 
5- Specialist someone who has a lot of experience, 

knowledge or skill in a particular subject: 
κμΨΘϣ 

6- Switch a small device, usually pushed up or down 
with your finger, 

ϲΎΑήϬϛ�ΡΎΘϔϣ��

 
7- Assessment Calculation, judgment, estimation  ΓέΪϘϤϟ��ΔϤϴϘϟ��
8- Conscious aware of what is happening �ϲϋϭ?ϙέΪϣ���

Q1:- Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 
professional, assess , conscious, take charge , specialist, 

1- His boss asked him to �����of the office for a few days while she was 
away. 

2- He's still �������..but he's fairly badly injured. 



 

 ˺̀

3- We need a ���������to run the machine. 
4- She is ����������in her job. 
5- The insurers will need to ��������the flood damage 

  Lesson 7 & 8 ��
1- Triangle a flat shape with three straight sides: ΚϠΜϣ��
2- Mysterious Strange , odd ξϣΎϏ?�ήϴϏ

οϭ��
3- Crew a group of people work together  ϢϗΎσ��
4- Disappearance when someone or something disappears: ˯ΎϔΘΧ 

5- Fading disappearing , vanishing,  ϰηϼΘϳ��
6- Exploded To burst violently ήΠϔϧ 
7- In good condition In good situation  ΪϴΟ�ϊοϭ�ϲϓ��

Q2:- Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 
Condition, fading, mysterious, exploded, disappearance, crew 

1- He died in ����������.circumstances. 
2- They arrived home just as the light was�������.. 
3- The aircraft has  a ������of seven. 
4- The goods were arrived in good�������. 
5- A man was being questioned in connection with her. 
6- He was driving so fast that his car tyre��������.. 

�ΔΤϴΤμϟ�ΔΑϮΟϷ��Q1��
 1- take charge  2- conscious  3- specialist   4- professional 5- assess 

ΔΤϴΤμϟ�ΔΑϮΟϷ���Q2��

 1- mysterious 2- fading 3- crew 4- condition     5- disappearance   6- exploded 

Unit Nine 
 Word Meaning ϰϨόϤϟ 

1- Violent  sudden and powerful ϒϴϨϋ�?�αΎϗ 

2- Unlikely Not expected ϊϗϮΘϣ�ήϴϏ 

3- Reflected Sent back βϜόϧ 

4- Surface the outer or top part of something τδϟ 

5- Trapped unable to move or escape from a place ΓΪϴμϤϟ�ϲϓ�ϊϗϭ 

6- Atmosphere the mixture of gases around the Earth ˯ϮϬϟ 

7- Largely almost completely ήϴΒϛ�ΪΣ�ϰϟ· 

8- Predict to say that an event or action will happen 

in the future 

�΄ΒϨΘϳ 

9- Partly in part Ύ˱ϴΰΟ 



 

 ˺́

10- Expand to increase in size, get bigger ΩΪϤΘϳ 

11- Urgently at urgent, at once ϝΎΤϟ�ϲϓ 

12- Indirectly not directly  ΓήηΎΒϣ�ήϴϏ�ΔϘϳήτΑ 

13- Extremely very ˱ΪΟ 

Q1:- Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 
 

Predict, surface, extremely, expanded, violent, partly, 
reflected, urgently, trapped, atmosphere      

1- There was a ������.clash between the players after the match. 
2- It is ��������hot today. 
3- The house is ������owned by her father. 
4- No one can ��������.. when the war will stop. 
5- Help is ���������.needed. 
6- The farmer ������..the area of farming. 
7- The ���������in the room was so stuffy I could hardly breathe.  
8- The light reflected off the ��������of the water. 
9- He saw himself �������..in mirror. 
10- The two men died when they were ��������in a burning building 

 
�ΔΤϴΤμϟ�ΔΑϮΟϷ��Q1��

 1- violent  2- extremely  3- partly    4- predict             5- urgently 
 6- expanded 7- atmosphere 8- surface   9- reflected  10- trapped 

 
 

  Lesson7 & 8  

1- consume use ϬΘδϳϚϠ 

2- rate the amount or number of times ΔΒδϨϟ 

3- alternative Substitute  ϞϳΪΑ 

4- generally normally Ύ˱ϣϮϤϋ 

5- technology the study and knowledge of sth ΕΎϴϨϘΘϟ�ϢϠϋ 

6- commercially make a profit / able to be bought Ύ˱ϳέΎΠΗ 

7- efficient working or operating quickly ϝΎόϓ 

8- form The shape of  ϞϜη 

9- manufactured to produce goods in large numbers ϊϨμϳ 

10- tide the rise and fall of the sea έΰΠϟϭ�ΪϤϟ 



 

 ˺̂

11- wave raised line of water which moves across 
the surface of an area of water, 

especially the sea: 

ήΤΒϟ�ΔΟϮϣ 

12- unreliable Not trusted ϪϴϠϋ�ΪϤΘόϣ�ήϴϏ 

13- conserved to keep and protect something from 

damage,  

έΎϣΪϟ�Ϧϣ�φϔΤϳ��

 
Q2:- Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 

Generally, alternative, technology, consume,  
 generally, form, conserve, manufactures,  rate  

1- Countries ��������.large quantities of oil.  
2- We should �������..food in the fridge  . 
3- My brother is an ��������..worker. 
4- Your health is ������good, but you do have a few minor problems. 
5- He works for a company that ����������car parts. 
6- There must be an��������. to people sleeping on the streets 
7- The ������.of death in Iraq is very big.  
8- Modern ����������..is amazing, isn't it? 
9- The �������of the letter is great. 

 
�ΔΤϴΤμϟ�ΔΑϮΟϷ��Q2��

 1- consume   2- conserve  3- efficient           4- generally              
   5- manufactures   6- alternative  7 rate            8-technology     

9- form  

 
Unit Ten 

 Word Meaning ϰϨόϤϟ 

1- activate Make some thing start working ςθϨϳ 

2- graphics images and designs used in books �Ϣγήϟ�ϦϓΒϟϲϧΎϴ 

3- store to put or keep things in a special place for 

use in the future 

ϥΰΨϳ 

4- download to put programs  into a computer's memo ΞϣΎϧήΒϟ�ϞϴϤΤΗ 

5- Printout text produced by a computer printer �ϊΒτϳ 

6- technology the study and knowledge of sth �ϢϠϋΕΎϴϨϘΘϟ 

7- deal agreement ϕΎϔΗ 



 

 ˻˹

8- Online Connected to the internet  ϰϠϋ�ρϮΑήϣΖϧήΘϧϻ� 

 
Q1:- Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 

Stored, downloaded,  printout, activate, deal 
1- The teacher should �������.the students in his class. 
2- He �����������..a good programme in the computer.  
3- There is a ���������between the two companies. 
4- The data is���������� on a hard disk. 
5- There were pages of computer ��������all over the desk 

��

�ΔΤϴΤμϟ�ΔΑϮΟϷ��Q1��

 1- activate   2- downloaded 3- deal    4- stored             5- printout 
 

  Lesson7 & 8  

1- complex Difficult , not simple ΐόλ 

2- property  an object that belong to someone ΔϴϜϠϣ�ΔλΎΧ� 

3- symbols Signs that have special meanings  ίϮϣέ 

4- represent  to speak, act or be present officially for 

another person 

ϞΜϤϳ 

5- script the words of a film, play ϰϠλ�Ϛλ 

6- document an official piece of writing which gives 

information 

ΔϘϴΛϭ 

7- entirely completely Ύ˱ϣΎϤΗ 

8- prisoner a person who is kept in prison ϦϴΠγ 

9- technique a particular way of doing something , method ΕΎϴϨϘΗ 

10- by hand Done by a man not a machine  ϱϭΪϳ�ϞϤϋ 

11- demand to ask for something forcefully ΐϠτϟ 

12- printing the activity of producing writing or images on 

paper or other material with a machine: 

ΔϋΎΒσ 

13- memory the part of a computer in which information or 

programs are stored 

ΏϮγΎΤϟ�ΓήϛΫ��

14- perfect complete and correct in every way ϝΎϤϜϟ�ΪΣ�ώϟΎΑ��

 



 

 ˻˺

Q2:- Fill in the space with the suitable word from the box below: 
symbol, memory, perfect., symbol , entirely, 
 techniques, complex, demand, prisoner 

 
1- I admit it was ��������my fault. 
2- The ��������exceeds supply. 
3- The ���������escaped from jail. 
4- Your work is���������. 
5- The teacher uses new ��������.in teaching . 
6- You should change the �������of the computer because it is small. 
7- I'll send you the ��������.by email. 
8- The ���������for oxygen is O2. 
9- The exam was  ��������.., no one succeed. 
 

 
�ΔΤϴΤμϟ�ΔΑϮΟϷ��Q2��

  1- entirely    2- demand   3- prisoner          
  4- perfect                5- techniques   6- memory      
  7 document      8- symbol   9- complex  

 


